
Peases West Primary School    Class 2     Mrs. Nodding and Mrs Davis   Termly Information for Parents 

An overview of your child’s learning journey this term – Spring 2016. 
 
 
 

 

English: A range of genres to include poetry and story writing, non-
fiction, non-chronological reports, recipes, sequencing, instructions, 
drama, labels and captions.  
Reading and Spelling Targets: To read every day and word build 
unfamiliar words. To sight read words from reading book. To read 
fluently with increasing expression and develop comprehension 
skills. To apply known spelling rules. 
Writing Targets: To write in sentences, to punctuate sentences 
correctly, to use description within sentences, to use connectives to 
join sentences. Increasingly to use a variety of sentence punctuation 
including commas, question marks and exclamation marks.  To use 
different sentence openings and to present work neatly. 
Handwriting: Children to form letters correctly using a consistent 
size with ascenders and descenders clearly presented. 
 

Science: Seasonal changes:  
What are the Seasons? Which months are in each season? 
How does the weather change over the seasons? How do we record the 
weather?  
We will work scientifically to answer these questions. 

 

Geography:  
We will observe and talk about how the world around us changes over the 
Four seasons 
 
ICT:   
Information Technology- we will use the internet to find out about Seasons 
and weather. Typing skills/ Word processing.  
 
RE and History 
We will think about the lives of special people from the Bible, from other 
faiths and from our learning topics (LS Lowry; Shackleton; Noah) 
 
Easter. 
 

Art: Painting. Children will learn about famous artists - 
Arcimboldo, Lowry and Monet. Children will develop their 
Painting skills: - use of colour; painting with a variety of tools 
and good use of brushes and paints.  
 
PE: Dance – we will work with a dance coach every Monday for 
the first half of term. 
 
Games - children will develop throwing and catching skills in an 
invasion style team game. 
 
Music:  
Children will experience and interpret classical music - Vivaldi’s 
Four Seasons. 

 

P.E. kit should be kept in school within the Class 2 PE kit box. This 
should include appropriate named clothing (t-shirt, shorts, 
tracksuit) and footwear (trainers or plimsolls). 
Homework Spellings handed out weekly. 
Reading practise everyday. Learning Journals to be kept in school 
bags, with review dates throughout the term.  
Reading books/Reading records should be returned to school daily 
along with the Reading record.  
 
 
Winter Walk in local area – details to follow. 
Easter Service at St Thomas’ Church, Stanley Crook. Tuesday 
March 22nd  
 
 
 

Maths: 
Calculation: Add and subtract confidently with numbers up to 
100 and beyond (mentally and with and without apparatus).  
Number and Place Value: Recognising odd and even numbers, 
recalling 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10x tables.  
Geometry: Identify a range of 2d and 3d shapes. To be able to 
describe their properties including faces, edges and vertices.  
Measurement: Use symbols for pounds and pence and time (to 
the hour/half hour/quarter past/quarter to and five minutes).  
Statistics: Interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally charts, 
block diagrams and simple tables. 
 


